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1 - THE TALK

It was a great sunny morning for the Teen Titans.....

Starfire: *sniff* Oooh! What's for breakfast?

BB: Tofu salad and tofu pancakes.

Cyborg: Whaaaattt???!!! I hate that! I'm making plain pancakes and bacon!!!

Raven: Shut up. I'm meditating.

Robin: I'm gonna make breakfast if you guys won't stop fighting!

There is a moment of silence between BB and Cy......

Starfire: I like anykind of breakfast....including the cakes of pan!

BB: I bet you like tofu better!!

Cy: NO! She likes plain ones!

BB: That's not true!

Cy: It is !!

Raven: AZARATH METORION ZINTHOS!!!

Bang!! Went the windows.....and BB and Cy was outside......

Star: Raven!! Why did you...*cut off by alarm*

Robin: Titans, Go!

In the city, Cinder Block was destroying the city.....

Robin: Not so fast, you ugly thing of stone!!

Cinder Block: RRRRRRRR!!!

The Titans fought, but for some reason, the ugly thing....er...Cinder Block was aming for one Titan......

Starfire: Help it got me!!



Raven: Azarath, Metorion..*punch* Ugh!

Robin: Take that, *throwing freeze disk*

Cinder Block: *Defend, Walk away*

Star: Help meee!!

Cinder Block hits Robin and Robin falls on the ground with his arm in an uncomfortable posision.

Cy: BB, go after Cinder Block. Robin, are you O.K?

Robin: My arm...I can't move it!

Cy: *X-ray through Robin's arm* Gee, you just broke your arm.

Mean while, BB transformed into a cheetah and ran after...

BB: Let Star go!

Cinder Block: *Notice BB* RRRRRAAAAA!!!! *Punch!!*

BB: OOMMMGGGG!!!

Star: BB!!!!

The other Titans came running...

All Titans except BB: Are you hurt???

BB: Go after Star!!

Robin started to run while the others called him to stop

Cy: He can't run like that and fight at the same time!!

Raven: I wonder what makes him run when he is injured badly.

Going back to Robin.....

Robin: Star!! *Hold out the hand that is not broken*

Cinder Block: *Toss Robin into the air*

Cinder Block started to run, Robin was 5m behind him.



Robin: STARFIRE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Back at the Titans Tower...

Robin: *bang!* I'm such a stupid leader!!! I lost one of my teammate!!!

Raven: Stop banging, it just makes your broken arm worse. Besides, she is not dead!!

Cy: We will think of a way to get Star back, okay??

BB: What makes you bang?

Robin: I love Starfire thats why!!

Others: What???

Robin: DARN! It was supposed to be a secret!!

Others: Did you know about this? NO! Hey, I'm asking you!!

Going back to Starfire......
Slade: Good job my assistant, Cinder Block. Place a chair across from me, then put a table. We need to
talk.

Cinder Block: *bring a chair, sit on it*

Slade: You fool! I ment the girl!!

Cinder Block placed Starfire on the chair......

Slade: Hello Starfire, I've been watching you..

Starfire: Why did you bring me here? I'm not going to be an assistant of yours am I? You're not going to
poison me are you?

Slade: Hold it! It's something different. You see what I'm holding?

Star: Yes.

Slade: It's a control. If I press this botton, your friend's bodies are going to distroy them selves.

Star: No!!!

Slade: Yes. If you don't do what I'm going to do, I'm going to press this so listen up, kill your self.

Star: What??



Slade: Can you?

Star: ..................

Slade: Did you know that Robin loved you? Do you want him to die? You love him too right?

Star: *sigh* I love Robin....I don't want him to die...

Slade: Then you DIE!!!

Star: .............

Back at the tower.....

Cy: *with the anime ! point* I got it! I know where Star is!! Yeah!!

Robin and others: WHERE!!!!!!!!!??

Cy: She is with Slade!!

Raven: *close her book* Slade? Really?

BB: *gasp* SLADE!?

Robin: Where is Slade?

Cy: *anime sweat drop* Oh. Yeah

BB: If we can find it, its a double chance don't you think? We can catch Slade and rescue Star!

Robin: Find it, hurry!

To be continued............



2 - What are you hiding?

*******************************************
Okay guys, please comment about my story. ER..Enjoy! YEAH!
bluefairy421! Thanks for your comment!!
*******************************************
BACK TO SLADE AND STARFIRE......

Slade: Make your dicisions.........

Star: *thinking*
Hmmm. Ofcourse I don't want to die...I want marry Robin when I grow up....!gasp! *blushing...* Hmmm
but lets see....I think I'm always making troubles so maybe they don't need me anymore....besides,
Robin is the leader, and the others are very important to the group....maybe only one dying is better than
4 dying......
*stop thinking*

Star: I've made up my mind, I'll kill myself so throw away the control that you have in your hands. Don't
you ever try to kill my friends again.....

Slade: Your wish is simply granted...

Star: Would you take me back to the tower? I don't know where I am.

Slade: Simply granted...simply....simply.....simp....ly...

*Starfire felt sleepy for a few moments*

Robin: Star?? Star? STARFIRE!? *waking Star up*

Starfire: Where am I?

BB: Home sweet home....*Joyfully*

Cy: We were going to rescue you...

Raven: But for some old reason, you were washed up here....maybe Slade accidently dropped you in
the sea....

Star: Oh? Really?

Robin: We're not sure, you have to tell us.....

Star: *thinking* Should I? Should I tell them?



Raven: You're so wet because of the sea, you should come in and take a bath.....

*Starfire is coming in the Tower,
nobody talked about the double chance*

BB: *whisper* Robin loves Starfire!!!

Star and Robin: *blush*

Cy: *Put his hand over BB's mouth* Hehehehe...*anime sweat drop*

Raven: Star, here is the soap, the shampoo, off you go to the hot bath.

After Starfire had gone.....

BB: Did you see her? She acts so wierd. It looks like she had an unusual adventure!

Everyone except BB: DUH! Hello!

BB: Yeah well...I meant that...*cut off by Raven*

Raven: I say that she is hiding something from us.

Robin: If you say so, I will ask after she comes out of the shower.

Cy: Maybe we shouldn't know. You saw her face? It wasn't the usual gleeful face of Starfire. She looked
worried.

BB: Yeah! Maybe if she tells, she would die, like the old African tale.

This conversation lasts until Starfire came out of the bath, dressed in fresh warm clothes. Every one
stops and looks at her.

Star: Did I miss something?

Others: Nothing. Really.

Star: *shrug shoulders and sit down on the couch* I want to go somewhere, like a vacation.

Others: *smile at their fortunate thing for changes of their subject* Yeah defanitly!

Robin: Lets go camping!

Others: Awesome!!

BB: Near the mountains!!



Robin: Cool!

Cy: Totally!

Raven: Yeah.

Starfire: Is there any aliens invaitors?

*Every one laughs at Star's comment*

Star: O.K.!

Robin: 3 weeks starting tomorow?

Star: What about the criminals?

BB: We'll come back if there is criminals.

Cy: After we fight them, we go back to our camping place!

Raven: We could come back to get more food from our tower sometimes!

*Every one packing for tomorow....*

Star: *thinking in her own room and packing her stuff*
I wonder I should tell this to Robin......hmmmm......It might be too shocking for him.....but I should....he is
my leader.....
*stop thinking*

Star: I will tell when the time comes...

The next morning.....

Cy: Okay! Every one get into the T-car! I'm runin' in full speed today!

Raven: I brought some lunch...with tofu.

BB: With tofu? Great!

Robin: *carrying his stuff on the trunk* Ugh. The last luggage is in.

Star: *buckling her seat belt* Teeheehee!

Cy: Off we go!

30min later......



Cy: We're here!

Raven: Is that a cave? It looks dark and damp.

Robin: Yeah it is!

Raven: Are we camping here?

Cy: Yeah.

Robin: But this is in the woods. I thought it was going to be close to the mountains?

Cy: If you climb up here, its the mountains.

Robin and Raven: Cool!

Robin: Lets get out. Star?

Raven: BB?

Star and BB: ZZZZZzzzzzzz......

Cy: Drat! They're sleeping.

Raven: Ofcourse they are! You woke us up at 5:30!!

Cy: Oh. *anime sweat drop* yeah.

Robin: *shaking them* Wake up! We're here.

Star: *yawn* Ho-hum....Really? Okay, I will get up....

BB: Me.....t..oo...

*Every one gets off*

BB: Aha! This book says to put up a tent!!

Others: Duh!!

Raven: I don't need a tent. I'll be sleeping in that dark cave

*Raven walks off to get more sleep*

BB: Man, that girl is wierd sometimes...



*A wooden stick comes flying to BB, almost hitting him*

Raven: I heared that....

Cy: Thanks Raven! What we need to put up a tent is a long wooden stick, just like the one you threw at
BB!

Robin: Lets get started!

An hour later....

Star: Wow this is enough to fit all four of us!

Robin: Great job!

Time past on with no troubles until one night, when it was 3 days before they whent back the T-tower......

Robin: Hey Star! *they're all alone* I've been thinking about Slade,you know. Are you hiding something?

Star: What Slade thin....g....?....*gasp*

To be continued.................................................................................



3 - Lost...and...Found...

*******************************************Thanks every one for commenting on my stuff!!!!
Here's the next chappie!!!!
*******************************************

Robin: You remember? You told us that Cinderblock was hired by Slade and he took you there and had
a chat....stuff like that.

Star: Oh? I do not remember such thing? *thinking: god, this boy remembers everything*

Robin: Oh yes you do! Why are you hiding it from me, whatever this is? *narrow eyes*

Star: Fine I tell you one thing: Slade told me that you love me. Is this true?

Robin: What?....The?....Hell????...........? *blushing*

Star: Okay, its true, good. Thats all. Good night Robin. I love you too. *thinking: If this thing is true, Robin
is going to stop me from killing myself. I should tell tomorow, the last day of my life.*

*Starfire goes into the tent*

Robin: *Thinking: Hmmm. That girl's not telling me the truth. Maybe she was tired. Perhaps tomorow she
might tell. Yeah.*

*Robin comes in the tent, everyone sleeping*

Star: Last day......mmmmmm......goodbye....Robin.....*zzzzzz*

Robin: What did you say? *anime ! point*

Star: I....will....be...gone....for....good.....goodbye.....last day....*zzz*

*The next day after breakfast.....*

Star: Robin? Can you come with me for a second?

Robin: Yeah sure. Oh! What was about the thing you were saying last night? The last day.....Gone for
good....Good bye me?

Star: *gasp* I might have talked while I was asleep!!! It is about that. You have to come. You have to
hold back your anger too, its not a good news.

Robin: *Thinking: Bad news?*



*Robin follows Star to a near by cliff*

Star: I will tell you everything I did with Slade. Okay?
*deep breath*When I do so, I have to leave all the Titans.

Robin: What do you mean?

Star: I'll tell you everything.

*Star starts talking about the chat with Slade and the promise*

Robin: *wide eyes with the anime angry mark* Whoa! He told you? No. You can't leave us. Okay?

Star: I would leave now. For I told you the truth. I cannot bear to see you die.

Robin: Where are you going? I'll go with you! Where are you goin....g....*gasp* Star! Noooooo!

*Star falls off the cliff and disappears, Robin still looking down*

Slade: Brave girl isn't she?

Robin: *looks back* You!!!

Slade: Me.

Robin: How dare you! AAAgggghh! You're gonna pay!

*Slade and Robin starts fighting*

Robin: *shirt ripped* This is the end of you!!! *powerful punch*

Slade: *Falls off the cliff as well*

*Robin goes back where the titans are camping with tears*

BB: Dude! We were looking for you!

Cy: Where is Starfire? Your shirt....were you fighting?

Raven: Robin, your face looks like a month of rain.

Robin: *mumbling* I could've saved her...Stupid me....

Raven: Come in the cave, we all could discuss what happened.

Cy and BB: Yeah dude!



*Everyone assembles in the cave*

Cy: Okay Robin, you could start.

Robin: First off everyone, Star's not coming back.

All except you-know-who: WhATTtt?

*Robin starts talking about what happened and the reason*

Cy: whajhrjkhkrfahfjafkhJfnanfjak?lelkrlja#$"#)"''#_?

Raven: Put that in english.

BB: Cy's saying that "did that really happen?"

Robin: It did. *sob*

*All the day Robin is gloomy and doesn't want to eat or talk*

BB: *whisper* Cy, assemble at Raven's cave. After dinner.

*A few hours later.....*

Cy: BB, why are we assembled? Where is Robin?

Raven: This is a surprise for Robin,no,we are going to talk how to get Robin happy again.

BB: Who'd we do that?

Cy: Ofcoarse! Take Robin to the beach!

Raven: Oh, bother!

BB: Perfect Cy! When are we going?

Cy: Tomorow. Tomorow's the last day. After that, we're going back to the Titan's tower.

Raven: Its not the same anymore.

BB: Yeah.

*assembly is finished, BB and Cy go back to the tent.............*

Cy: Robin! I saved a plate from dinner for you! Want it?



BB: You gotta dude! You haven't ate! You're gonna die!!!

Robin: Thanks guys, but maybe tomorow.

*Early the next day: 5:30 Cy shakes everyone awake.*

Cy: Robin, we are going to the beach!

BB: Yay!!!!

Raven: Oh, fine.....

Robin: This is near the mountain Cy! There isn't a beach around here!

Cy: That's why we're waking early! Duh!

Others: Oh. Yeah. I guess so.

Cy: Everyone get in the car!!!

* Sometime passed and they reached the beach.....*

All: Wow! It's so beautiful!

Raven: This is the best one we went so far.

BB: This is sooo cool! I'm gonna sleepin the sun!

Cy: *anime anger mark* That's not the point!!!

Robin: *muttering* So beautiful......just like Starfire....*smile*

Raven: *whisper to BB and Cy* I'm glad that Robin is smiling.

Others: Agree.

Robin: Let's play!

*Raven is swimming in the ocean, BB and Cy is doing Beach Volly Ball. Robin is picking up pretty shells*

Robin: *picks up a pink shell shaped like a heart* Starfire.....

Others: *gulp*

* Everyone is eating lunch that Cy had brought......*

Robin: *Finished eating* I'm going to play again, okay?



Others: Sure!

*Robin holds up the heart shell and remembers when they rode on the ferris wheel together with
Starfire*

Robin: Starfire....*gasp*..what.......the? It could be a drowning person! I gotta help! *puts the shell in his
pocket, the zipper kind*

*Robin dives into the water and swim towards the figure*

Robin: *Thinking: Hmmm. This person seems to be a girl....a teenager?......Starfire?!
Oh?!?!?!?!?!?!?!?!?!* Starfire!!!

*Robin searches for the nearest shore...and carried Star there*

Robin: Starfire,is it you? Are you Ok?

*30 min later......*

Star: *opens her eyes half way* Where is here? Heaven?

Robin: This is where you belong.

Star: Robin!!!

To be continued...............



4 - Jelousy

*Hey guys! I'm back!*

Star: But Robin, I thought I fell off a cliff and it was the end.

Robin: I don't think so. Anyways, you are here safe and sound so there is no problem.

Star: No, there is a problem.

Robin: What?

Star: When I fell off the cliff, I was almost imidiately at the deep end of the sea. That is when Aqualad
helped me.

Rob: That's good.

Star: No it is not. Aqualad took me to his home and he said I was the most beautiful girl he ever saw.

Rob: That's true. *blushing* Yeah I think so.

Star: Thank you. Then he asked if I can marry *a/n:whad??* him and live with him forever.

Rob: *anime angry mark* I won't let that happen.

Star: I know. My head is full with you. I love no one else. Anyways, I said no and dashed out of
Aqualad's home. He tried many ways to block me from escaping but at the very end, I got out.

Rob: Wow.

Star: Then he kept on coming. He was very fast at swimming. Finally, I had to throw starboltz at him,
even if I electricuted myself alittle. *laugh at her memory*

*Raven comes in but decides that it's best if she waits and hide a minute*

Rob: *looks at Star's burned hands* I don't think this is funny. You just hurted yourself.

Star: I am really ok Robin.

Rob: *kiss Star's hands*

Star: *blushing*

Raven: *red with envy*



Rob: Well, anyways this isn't good. For me, Aqualad is an enemy.

Star: For me too I guess.

Rob: Yeah. If I see him, I gotta punch his face. Then I will ask him if he's awake and notices that you are
hurt and make him apologies to you! God, I'm a stupid leader, make someone hurt my teammate and
gotta turn my friends into an enemy!! I also couldn't make you say about the chat with Slade so you went
into all these troubles all because of me! I wish I could've done more!
I'm just so stupid! Now you're probably hating me because I'm talking like this but I just can't help it!!!! I'm
such a stupid leader! So stupid! Just so-----*cut off*

Star: *kiss Robin on the lips to stop him from saying bad things to himself* Robin, you are the greatest
leader I ever been with. You are not stupid. Nothing makes you stupid, OK?

Robin: *blushing* Ok.

Raven: *huffing and puffing, even if she knows it won't get her anywhere*

Star: But I am feeling that I am currently being watched.

Rob: And if somebody were, we are in great danger.

Star: *Gasp* Like our teammate behind you?

Rob: What? *gasp* Raven?

Raven: *glare with jelousy* Hi you loving couples! I've been watching everything. Hey you Star--girlie!!
And you--Robbie-wobbie! The first time you guys said you were in love, I thought it was only a joke! But I
realiesed it wasn't! So I've ben waiting so long for this moment! I hate you Star---freak! Robin Luvs
you---NOT!!!

Rob: *Jump infront of Star* Whats wrong with you Raven? What are you going to do with Star?
Whatever this is, I won't let you!!!

Raven: Oh how sweet! Azarath merion zinthos!!!

Starfire: Robin help me! Raven is pulling me to the sea!

Robin: Stop it!!! Raven, what is the matter with you?!

Raven: Nothing much!!!

Star: HELP ME!!! ROBI---*dissapears*

Robin: Star! Raven, I really don't want to do this but...well I guess I have to.



*Robin takes out his freeze disk and throws it*

Raven: AAAGGHH!

Robin: That will freeze you for a while.

*Robin goes inside the sea to find Star and then pulls her back up*

Robin: I don't understand what happened to Raven.

Star: Me either.

*Robin's comunicator rings*

Rob: Yeah? What?

BB: DUDE!!! Where are you?!

Rob: i found Star. That's all.

Cy: Yo. U did?

Star: Yes he did.

Cy and BB: COOOOOOLLLLLL!!!!

BB: What about Raven?

Star: She got the fungianshjshfjak's worst disease!!!

Rob: Um.....I don't know...she's gone wild....

BB: She's with you?

Rob: YEAH...

Cy: Robin? Can I ask you something?

Robin: Whatever.

Cy: Why are you carrying Star bride-style?

Robin: *Put Star down* Don't know.

Cy: We're gonna be right over.

*The connection breaks*



Raven: *muttering* I'd get you....I will....Star..........FIRE!

*Robin and Star jumps at the last part-sooo loud*

Cy: *honking* Gu--ys! The cars 'ere to pick you ub!!

Robin and Star: We are coming.

BB: Raven! Hurry upppp!!!

Raven: U think I can move?

BB: *Helps melt the ice* LEt's go.

*In the car, Robin sit's in the middle so Raven would do no harm to Star*

30 min. later...........

Star: It is so good to be at home!

Raven: Yeah...new plans for revenge.....

To be continued...............
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